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The manuscript “Formation and geophysical character of transitional crust at the passive
continental margin around Walvis Ridge, Namibia” addresses an interesting subject, which
authors finds the signature of the transitional crust south of- and along the supposed hot-
spot track Walvis Ridge by multi-parameter geophysical analysis for the volcanic rifted
margin. The title of the manuscript is appropriate for the content and the manuscript is
well written, clear and presented.

The manuscript is presented in a proper form and for these reasons is needs only minor
revisions. The figures are usually well drawn and assist readers to understand the topics
covered. The Introduction provides a good background of the topic that quickly gives the
reader an overview and clearly stated objective and purpose of the performed research.

The main comments are how to evaluate the uncertainty of your clustering? Where do the
uncertainties come from, and how large? For example, in Figure 4 (second panel), the
whole area was identified as sed-A within profile 250-350 km for all depths, it is not clear
if MT method/the resistivity does not have enough resolution to identify the resistivity
change along the depth axis?

In Figure 6, how does the electrical conductance distribute for other clusters?

I recommend this manuscript to be accepted and published after the minor revision
concerning minor comments below:

Page 1, Line 27-30, About the end-member of passive margins, the volcanic or non-



volcanic, or called magma-poor or magma-rich margins, Authors need to mention a
form between the volcanic and non-volcanic margins, an intermediary form margin in
the world.

an intermediary form:

Clift, P., Lin, J., 2001. Preferential mantle lithospheric extension under the South China
margin. Marine and Petroleum Geology 18, 929-945.

Clift, P.D., Lin, J., ODP Leg 184 Scientific Party, 2001. Patterns of extension and
magmatism along the continent–ocean boundary, South China margin. Non[1]volcanic
Rifting of Continental Margins: A Comparison of Evidence from Land and Sea: In: Wilson,
R.C.L., Beslier, M.-O., Whitmarsh, R.B., Froitzheim, N., Taylor, B. (Eds.), Spec. Publ. Geol.
Soc. London, 187, pp. 489-510.

Zhu, J., Qiu, X., Kopp, H., Xu, H., Sun, Z., Ruan, A., Sun, J., Wei, X., 2012. Shallow
anatomy of a continent-ocean transition zone in the northern South China Sea from
multichannel seismic data, Tectonophysics, 554-557, 18-29.

 

Page 2, Line 36-37, it requires reference here to explain “margin formation and mantle
plume-lithosphere interaction.”
Page 2, Line 57, the title “Geological Setting: Phases of the geodynamic evolution of
the Namibian passive continental margin” is too long and it requires delete the
redundant words after geological setting.
Page 5, Line 100-103, needs to add reference here
Page 5, In this section “Phase 2: Arrival of magmatism”, Authors need to add Figure 1
after some text to show the “Kaoko Belt” or intrusive bodies, dyke and sills, and the
location of “Tristan mantle plume”.
Page 5, Line 123“2.3 Phase 3: Transition from rifting to continental breakup”, I think
this title is questionable, why authors separate the rifting process from continental
breakup? This process is not continuous?
Page 8, Line 196, please simply describe the gravity inversion method and tools used in
this manuscript.
Page 8, Line 222-226, the method discussion needs move to discussion part.
Page 10, the title “Results: Identified clusters of characteristic physical parameter
values and -relationships and their spatial correlation” is too long. The title “Identified
clusters of characteristic physical parameter values and -relationships and their spatial
correlation” can be as a sub-title.
Page 15, Line 357, the title “Discussion….” is also too long.
Page 23, the conclusion part, Line 608-613, please remove to the discussion part.



 

Figure caption:

In Figure 1, add the location of the “Tristan mantle plume”
In Figure 2, add the letter A, B and C for separated small figures. The labeled AIC/BIC
mark above the three small figures.
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